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Module migration is the relocation o f a running process from one host to another such that the move is
transparent to the modules that interact with it. This
position paper suggests that data interfaces can simplify run-time support for module migration and facilitate writing migratable modules.

tion is available to the run-time system, and can be
modified independent of the software modules (satisfying R2-R5). The run-time system can use the configuration information to support communication across
heterogeneous hosts (Rl) and in order to control the
ordering and delivery of data transmission (R6-R7).
Data interfaces expose state information and make
it available to the run-time system (R8). This simplifies the module migration problem, since state extraction mechanisms are not required. The trick is
to provide a clean data interface that captures only
the essential 1/0 behavior of a module a n d at the
same time exposes enough state information so that
the module can be relocated without state extraction.

The Interface Question: Procedural interfaces,
supported by remote procedure call mechanisms, provide a convenient mechanism for abstraction and encapsulation. However, data interfaces are a viable alternative for modular distributed systems.
We have recently developed a programming model
called 1 / 0 abstraction in which encapsulated modules
act upon local data structures, some of which may
be published for external use. Communication among
modules is declared in the form of logical connections
among their published data structures. Whenever a
module updates published data, data transmission occurs implicitly according to the logical connections [l].
We claim that this kind of data interface offers helpful properties for the support of module migration.

Writing Modules that Migrate: Once the state information is exposed, the next, problem is determining
when it is safe to move the modiile. The programmer
might specify this explicitly by i~lent~irying
safe points
in the code, but we prefer confining the process niigration code (cleanup and restart,) to one section of
the program and relying on existing mechanisms for
specifying atomic steps to prevent iint,iinely migration.
If a module is moved betwcen atomic steps, then its
behavior will be unaffected. In [3], we oKer three approaches to writing migratable modules that exploit
data interface properties, localize process migration
code, and use existing at,omicity mcchanisms.

Requirements: Module migration must not affect
the observable behavior of the system. Hofmeister and
Purtilo list the following requirements for the support
of module migration in heterogeneous distributed systems (conference presentation of [2]):
communication across heterogeneous hosts
current configuration is accessible
interconnections are not compiled into modules
no covert communication among modules
ability to add/remove modules and bindings
access to messages in transit
mechanism for synchronizing activities
access t o module’s state information
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Data Interface Properties: Data interfaces provide
a clean a separation of computation from communication. Each module is concerned only with local computation, while communication is declared separately
in terms of logical connections. The logical configura-
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